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DESY 07-174Relaxing neutrino mass bounds by a running osmologial onstantFlorian Bauer and Lily ShremppDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESYHamburg, Notkestr. 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyEmail: florian.bauer�desy.de, lily.shrempp�desy.de5 November 2007AbstratWe establish an indiret link between reli neutrinos and the dark energy setor whih originatesfrom the vauum energy ontributions of the neutrino quantum �elds. Via renormalization groupe�ets they indue a running of the osmologial onstant with time whih dynamially in�uenesthe evolution of the osmi neutrino bakground. We demonstrate that the resulting redution ofthe reli neutrino abundane allows to largely evade urrent osmologial neutrino mass boundsand disuss how the senario might be probed by the help of future large sale struture surveysand Plank data.1 IntrodutionTwo of the outstanding advanes of the last deades were the on�rmation of neutrino osillationsand the observation of a late-time aeleration of the osmologial expansion attributed to a formof dark energy, its simplest origin being a Cosmologial Constant (CC). In this work, we disuss theimpliations for osmologial neutrino mass bounds arising from an interation between the CC andreli neutrinos.Aording to Big Bang theory the Universe was merely about one seond old, when osmi neutrinosfell out of equilibrium due to the freeze-out of the weak interations. From the standard presumptionthat the neutrinos have been non-interating ever sine deoupling, it follows that their distributionis frozen into a freely expanding Fermi-Dira momentum distribution. Consequently, these neutrinosare assumed to homogenousely permeate the universe as the osmi neutrino bakground (C�B) witha predited average number density of Pn�0 =Pn��0 = 168 m�3 today. This substantial reli abun-dane only falls seond to the photons of the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB), the exat analogof the C�B. However, owing to the feebleness of the weak interation, all attempts to diretly probethe C�B in a laboratory setting have so far been spoiled [1, 2, 3, 4℄. Yet, evidene for its existeneand knowledge of its properties an indiretly be inferred from osmologial measurements sensitiveto its presene like the abundane of light elements as well as CMB and Large Sale Struture (LSS)measurements (see e.g. Ref. [5℄ for a reent review). For example, LSS data an re�et kinematial sig-natures of reli neutrinos whih arise, sine on sales below their free streaming sale massive neutrinosannot ontribute to the gravitational lustering of matter. Through the metri soure term in theperturbed Einstein equations, this lak of neutrino lustering translates into a small sale suppression1
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of the matter power spetrum whih depends on the frational energy density provided by neutrinosto the total matter density. Hene, within the standard osmologial model, LSS data allows to inferbounds on the absolute neutrino mass sale Pm� = 0:2 � 1 eV (2�) depending on the employeddata sets (see e.g. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄). However, these bounds are in tension with thelaim of part of the Heidelberg-Mosow ollaboration of a > 4� evidene for neutrinoless double betadeay translated into a total neutrino mass of Pm� > 1:2 eV at 95% .l. [16℄. While this laim isstill onsidered as ontroversial (see e.g. [17℄), at present other independent laboratory experimentare not sensitive enough to verify it. However, onsidering that osmologial neutrino mass boundsstrongly rely on theoretial assumptions on the C�B properties suh an apparent tension might hintat new physis beyond the standard model. Namely, it might imply the presene of non-standardneutrinos interations whih redue the reli neutrino abundane and thus relax osmologial neutrinomass bounds (see Refs. [5, 18℄ and referenes therein). Hene, the improvement of urrent mass limitfrom tritium � deay experiments, Pm� < 6:6 eV (2�) [19, 20℄, by the approved tritium experimentKATRIN with a projeted sensitivity of 0:2 eV [21, 22℄, o�ers the exiting possibility to probe suhnew neutrino interations in the near future. What kind of new interations ould neutrinos have?Reently, it has been argued that a natural origin for new neutrino interations would be the setorresponsible for dark energy, a smooth energy omponent, whih is assumed to drive the observedaelerated expansion of the universe [23, 24, 25, 26℄. A senario has been proposed [24℄, in whih thehomogenousely distributed reli neutrinos are promoted to a natural dark energy andidate, if theyinterat through a new salar fore. As a lear and testable signature of this so-alled Mass VaryingNeutrino (MaVaN) Senario the new neutrino interation gives rise to a variation of neutrino masseswith time. The resulting phenomenologial onsequenes have been explored by many authors, inpartiular the impliations for osmology and astrophysis have been onsidered in Refs. [27, 28, 29,30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35℄.In this paper we propose an alternative approah for the realization of a dynamial in�uene of the darksetor on reli neutrinos (and vie versa), whih is omplementary to the avenue in the MaVaN Senarioin the following sense. While we also start from the requirement of energy-momentum onservationof the oupled two-omponent system, we, however, require the neutrino masses to be onstant. Asa diret onsequene, the energy exhange with the dark setor demands a non-onservation of thenumber of neutrinos and aordingly its variation with time. Suh a set-up naturally arises on thebasis of Einstein's theory of general relativity in the appropriate framework provided by quantum �eldtheory on urved spae time [36℄. Namely, this desription requires the running of the vauum (or zeropoint) energy or equivalently the CC as governed by the renormalization group [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42℄,whih implies an energy exhange between the CC and matter �elds [43, 44, 45, 46℄. Within a suitablerenormalization sheme, we �nd the reli neutrinos to govern the running of the CC at late times, whenthey turn non-relativisti. We analyse the onsequenes of the energy-momentum exhange between thereli neutrinos and the CC both for the late-time dynamis of the running CC and for the phase-spaedistribution and the abundane of reli neutrinos. Interestingly, independent of the absolute neutrinomass sale realized in nature, in the redshift range aessible by urrent osmologial probes we �ndthe e�etive equation of state of the running CC to be extremely lose to �1 as suggested by reentdata (e.g. [47℄). However, we demonstrate that within the onsidered senario the e�ets of the C�Bon osmologial measurements are drastially redued. As a onsequene, urrent neutrino mass limitsarising from osmology an be largely evaded. Furthermore, we disuss how the onsidered senarioan be tested in the near future by the help of osmologial and laboratory based measurements.The outline of the paper is as follows. In Se. 2 we provide the theoretial framework for the onsideredsenario, and in Se. 3 we analyse in detail the time evolution of the neutrinos and the CC arising fromtheir interation. Se. 4 deals with the phenomenologial onsequenes of the new neutrino interation,in partiular, with the impliations for the inferene of neutrino mass bounds from urrent LSS andCMB data. In Se. 5 we provide an outlook how the onsidered senario an be tested both by future2



osmologial probes and by experiments sensitive to Pauli-Bloking e�ets arising from the preseneof the C�B.2 Running vauum energyThe existene of zero-point energies is an inevitable onsequene of quantum �eld theory in whih everyquantized �eld is ontributing to the vauum energy density �. In the absene of notable gravitationalinterations, however, the CC an be ompletely ignored as it has no in�uene on non-gravitationalphysis. In ontrast to this, the osmologial evolution an be very sensitive to the CC [48℄, andthe impat of quantum orretions should be taken into aount. Unfortunately, the alulation ofthe vauum ontribution �� of a quantum �eld of mass m leads to a divergent result, whih an beexpressed as a momentum integral over all zero modes: �� � � d3ppp2 +m2. Naïve estimationswith a high-energy ut-o�, e.g. at the Plank sale MPl, are far from suessful sine they lead to hugedisrepanies with the measured value �0 of the CC:�� �M4Pl � 10123�0:Nevertheless, quantum �eld theory on a urved spaetime [36℄ allows us to obtain at least some infor-mation from the divergent ontributions. In this framework gravity is onsidered to be a ompletelylassial theory well below the Plank sale, whih provides the bakground for quantum �elds andtheir exitations. By using well-known proedures, in�nities like �� arising in this set-up an be made�nite and eventually lead to meaningful results by treating them in an analogous way as for exampledivergent quantum orretions of the �ne-struture onstant in quantum eletrodynamis (QED). Con-sequently, regularization and renormalization tehniques allow to formulate a renormalization groupequation (RGE) for the CC. Of ourse, this proedure does not determine the absolute value of �, butonly its hange with respet to an initial value �0 that has to be measured by experiments. Similarto the running �ne-struture onstant, the vauum energy �(�) beomes a sale-dependent variablewith � as a harateristi energy sale, alled the renormalization sale.1 For eah bosoni/fermioni�eld degree of freedom (DOF) the RGE an be expressed in the form����� = � m432�2 ; (1)where m denotes the mass of the orresponding quantum �eld. The omplete equation is then given bythe sum of DOFs of all �elds in the theory. For free �elds Eq. (1) is an exat result, and even in urvedspae-time there are no higher order orretions. Unlike QED, where the renormalization sale � isusually related to external momenta or energy sales, the running of �(�) originates from a zero-pointfuntion and does not involve external sales. Therefore, we have to �nd a suitable identi�ation for �.In osmology several hoies have been disussed before in the literature, e.g. the Hubble expansionrate H or quantities related to horizons, see [49, 50, 51℄ and the referenes therein. However, inontrast to suh global hoies for �, in this work we investigate a sale that is more harateristi forthe ontributing �eld and the orresponding partile spetrum. To motive its hoie, it is importantto note that Eq. (1) has been derived in the MS renormalization sheme that usually does not showdeoupling e�ets at energies su�iently below the mass m [52, 53, 54℄. Sine the urrent CC ismuh smaller than m4 for most partile masses, the naïve evolution of the RG running down to lowenergies �� m might indue unrealistially huge hanges in the CC at late times. Instead of stoppingthe RG evolution by hand in the low energy regime, we hoose our RG sale suh that it naturallyimplements some sort of deoupling when � approahes the �eld mass m.1One also �nds a RGE for Newton's onstant G, but its running is suppressed by the ratio (m=MPl)2. Therefore wean safely ignore this sale-dependene in this work. 3



Before identifying the renormalization sale, we have to note �rst that a time-dependent � generallyimplies that the vauum energy � annot remain onstant anymore, even though its fundamentalequation of state is still �1. Therefore, in order to have a onsistent framework, Bianhi's identity hasto be satis�ed. On a osmologial bakground this means_� + _�+ 3H(�+ P ) = 0; (2)where the dot denotes the derivative with respet to osmi time t. For onreteness, let � and P bethe total energy density and pressure of all omponents apart from the CC. Sine for self-onservedmatter the term _�+3H(�+P ) vanishes, there must obviously exist a non-trivial interation between �and � aounting for the exhange of energy-momentum between both setors. Consequently, both thematter energy density and partile number density do not obey the standard dilution laws anymore.Note that this is qualitatively di�erent from self-onserved dark energy soures, like (non-interating)salar �eld or holographi dark energy models.Now, one might ask whih part of the total matter energy density onsisting mainly of old darkmatter, baryons, leptons and photons is atually exhanging energy-momentum with the running CCto ompensate for the time dependene of � in Eq. (2). Sine the mirosopi realization of the impliedinteration is not known, let us in the following motivate our approah to answer this question. Thevauum ontribution of a quantum �eld of mass m leads to a RGE as spei�ed in Eq. (1). At the sametime, the quantum �eld desribes partiles of mass m, whose energy density ontributes to the totalmatter density �. Aordingly, a natural way of satisfying Eq. (2) seems to be provided if the system ofthe vauum ontribution and the energy-momentum of the quanta arising from the same quantum �eldis onserved. Correspondingly, eah �eld obeys an equation of the form of Eq. (2), however, with �,� and P belonging to this �eld only. Following the same line of reasoning, the RG sale � should berelated to this self-onserved system, too.To examine the RG evolution of a weakly interating quantum �eld, in our framework it is appropriateto introdue the momentum distribution funtion f , whih haraterizes the density of the orrespond-ing partiles in a given momentum bin on the homogeneous bakground of the universe. By its help,the energy density, pressure and the partile number density of eah �eld DOF an respetively beexpressed as � = T 4(2�)3 � d3y !(y)f(y); !(y) :=ry2 + m2T 2 ;P = T 4(2�)3 � d3y y23!(y)f(y); (3)n = T 3(2�)3 � d3y f(y):Here, we take f to depend on y := p=T , the ratio of the momentum p and the e�etive temperature Tharaterizing the speies, whih in the onsidered framework have the same saling with redshift suhthat y is onstant in time. Hene, while the e�etive temperature T is ooled by the expansion, theform of suh a distribution is maintained in the absene of interations. However, as it will turn outlater on, taking into aount the interation with the CC, the distribution funtion will not expandfreely anymore but also hange with time.Aordingly, a reasonable hoie of the RG sale seems to be the average energy �=n of the system, sineit behaves at high energies like the harateristi momentum or temperature sale T . Furthermore, itis bounded from below by the �eld mass m, thereby implying the end of the RG running. In order tokeep the spin statistis intat, we also implement the fators (1� f) for bosoni/fermioni �elds,� = �̂̂n ; �̂ := T 4(2�)3 � d3y !f(1� f); n̂ := T 3(2�)3 � d3y f(1� f): (4)4



Note that by these means �̂ represents the average energy-density of the system whih is available forthe interation with the CC. Furthermore, we would like to point out that for more general systems orsets of individual partiles, the resulting form of Bianhi's identity and the RG sale might look verydi�erent from the onsidered ase.3 The RG evolution of � and the C�BIn the following, we restrit our disussion to homogeneously distributed matter in the universe, thatis to CMB photons, to bakground neutrinos and in priniple to possibly existing other relis. Thephotons in the CMB are massless and thus not a�eted by RG e�ets. However, reli neutrinos,should be subjet to RG running sine they are massive and very weakly interating. Aording to BigBang theory, their distribution was frozen into a freely expanding, ultra-relativisti Fermi-Dira (FD)form, f0(y) = 1=(exp(y) + 1), when neutrinos deoupled from the thermal bath at a temperature saleof Tde � 1MeV � m. In the following, we will therefore use this form as initial ondition for f andalulate its time evolution by virtue of Bianhi's identity (2) and the integrated form of the RGE (1)�(�) = �0 � m432�2 ln ��0 : (5)Let us stress that the following onsiderations generially hold for any weakly interating fermionispeies of massm exhanging energy-momentum with the CC, if its initial distribution funtion assumesthe ultra-relativisti FD form f0(y). For this reason, and for simpliity, we will omit the index � in thefollowing, but reinstate it when we investigate the phenomenology of interating neutrinos in Se. 4.Aordingly, without loss of generality, we have taken both �, n and P in Eqs. (3) as well as �(�) toorrespond to one fermioni DOF, sine the atual number of fermioni DOF drops out in Eq. (2).Here, the RG running of the mass an be negleted due to the absene of substantial interations withother �elds.Beause of the momentum integrals in Eqs. (3), the Bianhi identity (2) yields a rather ompliatednon-linear integral equation for the time-evolution of f(y):0 = _�+ _� + 3H(�+ P ) = T 4(2�)3 � d3y !h _f� m432�2 _f(1� 2f) 1̂� �1� �̂T!n̂�+ m432�2 f(1� f)3Ĥ� � y23!2 + 1� �̂T!n̂�i:While the interation tends to deform f away from its equilibrium form f0 as disussed in the following,we will still use the e�etive temperature T = T0(z + 1) as a measure for osmi redshift as inthe standard ase. Aordingly, the present harateristi temperature of FD distributed neutrinosis T0 � 1:7 � 10�4 eV. To �nd a solution of the integral equation, we require the expression under theintegral to vanish for any momentum value y. This removes the outermost integral, and we obtain anequation that an be solved numerially. In terms of the derivative f 0 with respet to the redshift2 z2 _f and f 0 are related by _f(y) = �(z + 1)Hf 0(y).
5



we �nd the following evolution equationf 0(y) = 3z + 1f(1� f) � ND ; where (6)N := y23!2 + 1� �̂T!n̂; (7)D := �̂( m432�2 ) + (1� 2f)� �̂T!n̂ � 1� : (8)Let us in the following analyse this equation and ompare it with our numerial results for the evolutionof f . First, as a onsequene of employing �̂ instead of � in Eq. (4), one an see that the fator f(1�f)on the right-hand side ensures Pauli's priniple to hold, 0 � f � 1. Moreover, at early times, when �̂ �T 4 � m4, the dynamis is strongly suppressed, jf 0j � 1, and the neutrinos just behave as in theunoupled ase. During this time the denominator D is positive for any value of y, while both the signof the nominator N and of f 0 are y-dependent. For large momenta, y !1, we �nd f 0; N > 0 implyingthe deay of neutrinos. Considering that � is dereasing, this is the expeted behavior following fromEq. (2). However, in the small momentum regime, y ! 0, the distribution funtion inreases beauseof f 0; N < 0. Sine we are laking a mirosopi desription of the dynamis of the oupled system,just from solving Bianhi's identity it is impossible to say whether the growing f owes to slowing downhigh-y neutrinos or is also due to partile prodution.Finally, the distribution funtion is either approahing f = 0 or f = 1, when the positive denominator inEq. (6) beomes zero. More preisely, the �rst zero appears for large momentum, where f(y !1)! 0and ! ! 1. Sine the seond term in Eq. (8) in this limit is �1, the time when this happens isdetermined by �̂ = m432�2 . This roughly orresponds to T � m=3, i.e. the time when neutrinos turnnon-relativisti. To arrive at this estimate, we have assumed that f has not hanged muh yet from itsinitial FD form f0 and in addition that �̂ � �. At the momentum position of this zero the spetrum issimply ut o� with all larger momenta being removed, whih is illustrated niely in the last three plotsin Fig. 1 for dereasing redshift. This �gure also demonstrates that for inreasing time and furtherdereasing �̂, the momentum ut-o� is moving to lower y-values.A seond zero in the denominator D will eventually our for small values of y. This happens when �̂has dereased su�iently and (1 � 2f) is negative. In the orresponding y-range we �nd f 0; N < 0,and aordingly in this ase f aquires its maximal value 1. As illustrated in the last of the two plotsin Fig. 1, with dereasing redshift, the seond zero of D ours for larger and larger y-values for whihonsequently f(y) ! 1. Finally, both zeros in D meet at y = yei � 0:7, whih implies that f annotbe evolved anymore aording to Eq. (6).At this stage the spetrum represents a maximally degenerate Fermi-Dira distribution with all statesompletely oupied up to the Fermi momentum yei. One this Fermi sphere has formed, it is stillpossible to pursue the further time evolution of f(y) analytially by allowing the Fermi momentum ye(t)to be time-dependent. As a result, we �nd respetively for the RG sale and the neutrino energy density� = �̂̂n !py2e(t)T 2 +m2; � = T 42�2 � ye(t)0 dy y2!: (9)Aordingly, other f(y)-dependent quantities an be determined by replaing the distribution funtionby a step funtion whih is 1 for y � ye(t) and 0 elsewhere. From Bianhi's identity we therefore obtaina muh simpler di�erential equation for ye(t),_ye(t) = Hye(t)1� 16ye(t) T 4m4!3 mT �y= Hye(t)1� 16 Tmye(t) : (10)6



Figure 1: Evolution of the momentum distribution pro�le f(y) of one neutrino with two DOFs andmass m� = 9� 10�3 eV. Note the di�erent saling of the axis of ordinates and of the absissae at eahredshift z. The plot orresponding to z = 7:12 demonstrates that the denominator D(y) in Eq. (8)exhibits two zeros, at whih f(y) beomes 1 or 0, respetively. The �nal pro�le is aquired at z � 4:75.As indiated by the shaded region in the last z = 5:47 plot, it orresponds to a maximally degenerateFermi sphere with all states oupied up to the Fermi momentum ye � 0:57 (dashed-dotted line).As an be read-o� from Eq. (10), sine neutrinos are already non-relativisti and thus mT � y, ye(t) anonly be evolved until it takes the �nal value ye(t) � m=(16T ). In our system this means that neutrinosare not able to exhange energy-momentum with the CC anymore. This is a diret onsequeneof inluding the Pauli priniple in the RG sale, whih bloks any further hange in the oupledsystem. Therefore, it an be understood as the deoupling of the neutrinos from the running CC.Thus, heneforth, both the running of � and of the CC is taken to ease suh that the neutrinos evolveindependently.To �nd a (semi-)analytial expression for the �nal Fermi momentum ye, in the following, we willestimate the redshift Te = T0(ze + 1) orresponding to the deoupling time. To this end, we proeedby approximating the redshift evolution of interating neutrinos. Aordingly, when the interatione�etively sets in, the temperature roughly satis�es Ta = m=3, and we approximate the distributionfuntion f(y) by a Fermi sphere with initial Fermi momentum ya > ye. At this time, ya an bedetermined by omparing the energy density �sph of this sphere with the energy density �FD of astandard FD distribution. In the non-relativisti neutrino regime, we obtain from the equality of�sph � 16�2T 3amy3a and �FD � 3�(3)4�2 T 3am; (11)the initial Fermi momentum ya whih takes the form ya = (92�(3))1=3 � 1:76. By integrating the
7



di�erential equation (10) in the form3y0e(z) = � 1z + 1 � ye(z)1� 16 Tmye(z) (12)from Ta = m=3 to Te with ye = m=(16Te), we �nd ye = ya exp(m=(16yaTa)� 1) � 0:72 and thus Te �m=11:5. Aordingly, the estimate for Te is of the same order of magnitude as the numerial result Te �m=9. Note that the �nal value, ye = m=(16Te) � 916 ; (13)turns out to be independent of the mass parameter, whih is on�rmed by our numerial alulation.Beause the maximal physial momentum pe = yeTe = m16 of the neutrino spetrum is muh smallerthan the mass m, after deoupling from the CC, the neutrinos redshift just like non-relativisti dust,thus ontributing to the dark matter. However, sine they have transferred a substantial amount ofenergy-momentum to the vauum energy during the interating phase, with respet to non-interatingneutrinos of equal mass and energy density �FD, the magnitude of their energy density is redued bya fator, �FD� = mmapp = �10 dy y2mT =(ey + 1)� ye0 dy y2mT � 30 for T � Te: (14)In the onsidered senario, this relation also de�nes the apparent neutrino mass mapp, whih followsfrom assuming the standard saling law for the number density nFD and equal energy density, � 'mappnFD for T � Te.Let us in the following qualitatively disuss the impat of the oupling between neutrinos and the CCon the bakground evolution. From the previous disussion we �rst note that the main e�ets of theinteration our during an epoh set by the neutrino mass,Te � m9 < T < Ta � m3 : (15)Aordingly, the smaller the neutrino mass the later does the energy-momentum exhange betweenthe oupled system our. However, also the impat on the bakground evolution dereases withthe neutrino mass, while the running of � beomes entirely negligible for m � �(1=4)0 aording toEq. (1). In addition, in omparison to the �CDM model with massless neutrinos, the energy densityin light massive neutrinos is not muh larger. As an example, we have plotted the redshift evolutionof the osmologial onstant in Fig. 2 for a hierarhial spetrum with one massless and two massiveneutrinos as allowed by neutrino osillation experiments. At high z both of the massive neutrinosontribute to the running of �, while the heaviest neutrino of mass m3 = 5� 10�2 eV is the dominantone. At z � 30:6 its momentum distribution has aquired its �nal, maximally degenerate form andthus the neutrino deouples. Afterwards, the seond lightest neutrino with mass m2 = 9 � 10�3 eVis left over to drive the CC to its urrent value �0, whih is reahed at z � 4:75. Neutrinos lighterthan T0=9 � 1:5 � 10�3 eV ould be interating with the CC even today, but their in�uene on therunning � would be too small to be deteted.However, we enounter a more pronouned e�et of the interation for larger masses, where � was verynegative in the past and evolves to its urrent observed value �0 > 0. A negative CC might �rst lookstrange, but there are many potential soures for negative vauum energy, e.g. spontaneous symmetry3The general solution of Eq. (12) for arbitrary ya;e and Ta;e readsye = ya exp�m16 � 1Taya � 1Teye�� :8



Figure 2: Vauum energy density �(z)=�0 as a funtion of redshift for a hierarhial neutrino massspetrum with m1 = 0 eV, m2 = 9� 10�3 eV, m3 = 5� 10�2 eV and 2 DOFs eah. Note the di�erentsaling of the ordinate.breaking [39℄ or supersymmetry [55℄. In addition, it turns out to be harmless sine in the relativistiregime, where T � m and � ' T the vauum ontribution is given by�0 � � = m432�2 ln ��0 = m432�2 ln Tm:Obviously, this is muh smaller than the energy density ' T 4 of the dominant radiation omponentsat early times. Therefore, the deay of the neutrinos and the in�uene of the running CC on thebakground evolution is negligible during this stage, thus leaving Big Bang Nuleosynthesis (BBN)una�eted by this mehanism. Only in the redshift range, where the energy exhange with the neutrinosis relevant, �may have a larger impat on the bakground evolution. To illustrate the e�et we onsiderthe ase of three degenerated neutrinos with massm� = 2:2 eV and 2 DOFs eah, as maximally allowedby �-deay experiments.In the redshift range z � 1400 � 3900 a large fration of neutrino energy-momentum gets transferredto the CC and thus the aeleration fator q = �aa_a2 indiates a prolonging of the radiation dominatedepoh (q � �1) with respet to standard osmology. In other words, temporarily, the expansion isdeelerating to a greater extend, as shown in Fig. 3). The reason for this bakground behavior is thatthe oupled negative vauum energy and the deaying neutrinos at as a very sti� system as illustratedby the orresponding e�etive equation of state !e� in Fig. 3b). In the �nal stages of the interationthe universe quikly approahes the standard evolution of a � Mixed DM model (�MDM) again, whihorresponds to a �CDM model inluding neutrino masses. Therefore, the transition from the radiationdominated to the matter dominated epoh is muh sharper than in the non-interating ase. As ofthen, the CC exhibits its standard value and redshifts with an equation of state of ! = �1, while theneutrino energy density dilutes aording to the standard law, however, its magnitude is redued by afator 30. Note that in the m� = 2:2 eV ase this happens before reombination.Our third example shows neutrinos with degenerate masses m� = 0:5 eV. In this ase, the energy-momentum transfer starts after the time of reombination at approximately z = 900, and in omparisonto the ase of m� = 2:2 eV has less impat on the bakground evolution due to the smaller neutrinomass. Nevertheless, Fig. 3 suggests that the integrated e�ets on the expansion rate from today to9



Figure 3: Cosmologial evolution in the ase of three degenerate neutrinos with two DOFs andmass m� = 2:2 eV (left) and m� = 0:5 eV (right) eah. a) The relative energy densities 
i of the om-bined neutrino-CC system (solid), neutrinos (short-dashed), the CC (dashed-dotted), matter (long-dashed), radiation (dotted), respetively. b) The e�etive EOS !e� of the ombined neutrinos-CCsystem (solid) in the interating phase, the EOS of neutrinos (dashed) and the CC (dashed-dotted),respetively. ) The aeleration fator q = �aa_a2 within �CDM (dotted), �MDM (dashed) and �MDMwith neutrino-CC interation (solid), respetively. d) The ratio of the Hubble expansion rate within�MDM with neutrino-CC interation and �CDM (solid) as well as �MDM and �CDM (dotted),respetively.the time of reombination have an in priniple measurable in�uene on osmologial observations, f.Se. 4.The results disussed so far should also be appliable for other �elds of higher masses as long as theyare not interating too strongly. Then, the mehanism starts at earlier times, when � was even morenegative. However, as argued above, we expet the CC to be sub-dominant also during these stagesand thus not to seriously interfere with standard Big Bang osmology. Let us justify this statementby expliitly alulating the maximum of the ratio between the shift �� of the running CC and theenergy density � of the interating fermions,r := ��� = 332 � mye(t)T �3 ln ye(t)T�e : (16)Note that the number of fermioni DOFs drops out. Sine the maximum ours lose to the end of theinterating phase, we have employed the energy density and RG sale of a Fermi sphere from Eqs. (11)and (9). In addition, the �nal sale �2e = 257256m2 is �xed by yeTe = m=16. Therefore, the maximumof r is aquired for y T=m � 0:11, and its value rmax � 0:57 turns out to be independent of the �eldmass. Thus, let us apply this upper bound to the early universe. Aordingly, deep in the radiation10



dominated epoh, the total energy density �tot is dominated by many relativisti partile speies suhas photons, neutrinos, eletrons and so on. In ase one of these speies beomes non-relativisti, itindues a vauum shift whih maximally orresponds to a small fration of �tot. Later on, however,when only few relativisti speies are left over, this fration an be as large as rmax. Therefore, therunning vauum energy shows a traking behavior, whih beomes better and better as time advanes.Despite the smallness of r, one might still worry about early dark energy onstraints at BBN. At thistime, eletrons and positrons should be subjet to our mehanism and the indued hanges in the CCould harm the bakground evolution. However, from partile speies like e� that annihilate aftertheir deoupling from the thermal bath, there is not muh energy-momentum left over that an betransferred to the CC. Therefore, the interation of the partiles with the CC e�etively eases at thismoment, and the indued vauum shift is muh smaller ompared to a fully developed mehanism.It is remarkable that even though we annot explain the smallness of the urrent CC, we have founda mehanism that keeps its quantum orretions under ontrol during the osmologial evolution.Additionally, in ontrast to models of traking quintessene, the onsidered senario only requires asingle free parameter, �0. It is also worth noting that the �nal vauum shift indued by the neutrinosis of omparable magnitude as the present CC value, although both quantities are apparently notdiretly related to eah other.4 Phenomenologial impliations4.1 Relaxing osmologial neutrino mass boundsIn this setion, we will onsider the onsequenes arising from the non-standard neutrino interationwith the CC for the inferene of neutrino mass bounds from urrent as well as from future osmologialmeasurements suh as of the CMB and of LSS.We will start by extending the disussion of the last setion on modi�ations to the bakgroundevolution aused by the interation between the neutrinos and the CC. This will allow us to givea qualitative estimate of its impat on the spetrum of the CMB �utuations and of the arisingpossible restritions on the masses of interating neutrinos. Furthermore, it will set the stage forour subsequent (semi-)analytial analysis in Se. 4.1.2 whih demonstrates that within the onsideredsenario all urrent bounds on neutrino masses derived from LSS measurements an be evaded. Adetailed numerial analysis an be found elsewhere [56℄.4.1.1 Relaxing neutrino mass bounds from CMB dataAs already mentioned in the last setion, the bakground evolution is modi�ed in the presene of theonsidered non-standard neutrinos interation due to the following two olluding e�ets. The �rstone results from the sti�ness of the e�etive equation of state of the neutrino � CC system during theinterating phase whih tends to prolong the radiation dominated regime as argued before. The seonde�et on the expansion rate arises generally if the �CDM model is extended to inlude neutrino masses(�MDM) [5℄. However, as disussed in the following, its impat turns out to be muh less importantin the presene of the onsidered non-standard interation.In general, while massive neutrinos are still relativisti at su�iently early times and are thus ountedas radiation, after the non-relativisti transition they ontribute to the dark matter. This implies thatthe relative density of other speies or the spatial urvature today have to get modi�ed in omparison toa universe with massless neutrinos. However, for interating neutrino the energy-momentum transfer11



to the CC beomes e�ient as soon as they turn non-relativisti. This ensures that within a relativelyshort phase of interation the neutrino energy density is redued to 1=30 of its standard value, f.Eq. (14). Aordingly, in ontrast to the standard ase, the ontribution of interating neutrinos tothe total energy density today is 
�h2 < 2:4 � 10�3 (for Pm� < 6:6 eV as required by tritiumbounds [19, 20℄). Hene, for a �at universe, this demands a negligible redution of the dark matterdensity ompared to the massless neutrino ase. As a onsequene, the usual e�et of neutrino masseson osmology of postponing the matter-radiation equality is muh less pronouned for interatingneutrinos. However, the interation with the CC has an in�uene on the bakground evolution andthus on the time of transition from radiation to matter domination, where its impat grows withinreasing neutrino mass. This an be seen by omparing the evolution of the aeleration parameterq with and without the interation in Fig. 3. While the radiation dominated regime is prolonged, thetransition to the matter-dominated regime happens faster in the presene of the interation, sine itquikly auses neutrinos to beome highly non-relativisti. This is also demonstrated by Fig. 3, wherethe ratio of the Hubble expansion rate within �MDM with neutrino-CC interation and �CDM withmassless neutrinos is ompared to the orresponding ratio within �MDM without the new interationand �CDM. Espeially the e�ets on the integrated expansion rate are expeted to be smaller forinterating neutrinos as suggested by Fig. 3. For the CMB power spetrum, however, it is mainly theintegrated expansion rate, whih determines the important sales that set the loation and the heightof the aousti peaks [5℄. More preisely, the sound horizon at reombination is given by,rs = 1�zre s dzH(z) (17)with s denoting the sound speed of the baryon-photon �uid. The observable angular sale of theaousti osillations depends on an integral from the present to reombination involving the densityand the equation of state of the running CC [57, 58℄. While keeping all other parameters �xed, withrespet to a �CDM model, in priniple a linear shift in the angular position of the CMB features ouldbe indued. However, the e�etive !e� only di�ers from ! = �1 during the relatively short phase ofinteration to an extent whih dereases with the neutrino mass. Furthermore, already muh before thedark energy dominated regime the energy density in the running CC has essentially reahed its presentvalue (f. Fig. 2). Aordingly, the integrated result generally will not di�er muh from the �CDMase.4 We note that seondary e�ets on the CMB aousti peaks resulting from the free streamingof relativisti neutrinos (i.e. a phase shift and an amplitude redution at large multipoles) [59℄ areexpeted to essentially be unaltered in the onsidered senario, sine in the relativisti neutrino regimethe oupling between neutrinos and the CC is very strongly suppressed (f. Se. 2).Hene, in summary, qualitatively, ompared to the standard �CDM ase with massless neutrinos, themodi�ations to the CMB spetrum arising from the inlusion of neutrino masses are less pronouned inthe presene of the non-standard neutrino interation. Therefore, for interating neutrinos the urrentneutrino mass bound ofPm� = 2�3 eV (at 95% .l.) gained from WMAP3 data alone is expeted tobe relaxed (f. [5℄ and referenes therein, see [60℄ for the tightest bound). Thus, a priori, the onsideredsenario does not seem to be exluded by urrent CMB data, even if the sum of neutrino masses isin the super-eV range as allowed by urrent tritium experiments. A detailed analysis of the resultingmodi�ations to the CMB spetrum and the arising bounds on the masses of interating neutrinos goesbeyond the sope of this paper and will be investigated elsewhere [56℄.In the next subsetion we will disuss the onsequenes of the non-standard neutrino interation onthe inferene of neutrino mass bounds from LSS measurements.4From similar arguments follows that the in�uene of the interation on the magnitude of the integrated Sahs-Wolfee�et at low multipoles is expeted to be small. 12



4.1.2 Evading urrent neutrino mass bounds from LSS measurementsStruture formation is sensitive to neutrino masses through kinemati e�ets aused by the neutrinofree streaming as harateristi for hot and warm dark matter [61, 62℄. The assoiated importantlength sale orresponds to the typial distane neutrinos an propagate in time t in the bakgroundspaetime and is governed by their mean veloity hvi,�FS(t) = 2�a(t)kFS = 2�r23 hviH(t) ; (18)where �FS=a and kFS respetively denote the omoving free streaming length and wavenumber of theneutrinos. As a onsequene, on the level of perturbations neutrinos do not aid to the gravitationallustering of matter on sales below the horizon when they turn non-relativisti. However, their energydensity �� ontributes to the homogenous bakground expansion through the Friedmann equation.Through the metri soure term in the perturbed Einstein equation, this imbalane leads to a slowdown of the growth of matter perturbations on small sales (f. Ref. [5℄ for a reent review). It ruiallydepends on the relative fration provided by neutrinos to the total energy density �m of matter5,f� � ���m � Pm�15 eV ; (19)where �m omprises the energy densities of old dark matter, baryons and neutrinos.Assuming f� � 1, on sales smaller than the horizon when neutrinos turn non-relativisti, the resultingnet e�et on the present day matter power spetrum Pm(k) for a normalization at k �! 0 is asuppression of [62℄ �Pm(k)Pm(k) ' �8f� : (20)In the following we will demonstrate that the proposed interation between reli neutrinos and theCC allows to ompletely evade present neutrino mass limits dedued from LSS data below the tritiumbound m� < 2:2 eV [19, 20℄, beause the neutrino energy density gets redued below the urrentsensitivity of LSS measurements on all aessible sales. However, at the end of the setion we willargue that both for the Plank mission as well as for weak lensing or high redshift galaxy surveys itseems feasible to probe the proposed non-standard neutrino interation. To this end, we will investigatethe modi�ations to the harateristi sale for free streaming signatures indued by the onsideredneutrino interation.Let us start by noting that for struture formation the interation generally has a negligible in�ueneon the expansion rate independent of the atual neutrino mass sale realized in nature. Namely, if theinteration takes plae at late times during struture formation, the orresponding neutrino massesand the amount of energy-momentum transferred to the CC are too small to lead to an observablee�et on H. However, in ase the interation has an impat on the expansion rate for su�iently largeneutrino masses, then it eases already muh before struture formation. Aordingly, in the followinganalysis we will adopt ~H(z) � H(z), where a tilde throughout this work labels quantities whih assumean interation between neutrinos and the CC.Let us now proeed by omparing the frations f� and ~f� provided by neutrinos to the total matterdensity with and without non-standard interation in the non-relativisti neutrino regime, T� < m�=3,5Note that the formula in Eq. (19) approximately also holds true in ase a very light neutrino state has not turnednon-relativisti yet, beause in this ase its relative ontribution to the energy density is negligible anyway [5℄.13



where ��(z) ' m�n�(z). In aordane with Eq. (14), we de�ne the apparent mass of the neutrinosalso for times before the interation ends,mapp(T�) � m� ~��(T�)��(T�) = m� ~n�(T�)n�(T�) : (21)Here, mapp represents the mass of a non-relativisti neutrino an observer would infer from the extentof a neutrino-indued suppression of the matter power spetrum, if he assumes the standard salingof �� for a Fermi-Dira distribution. Per de�nition mapp absorbs the additional non-standard redshiftdependene ommon to ~n� and ~�� aused by the interation with the CC. We have plotted mapp as afuntion of the redshift for di�erent possible values of the neutrino mass in Fig. 4, whih demonstratesthat mapp beomes onstant for T� <�m�=9 when the energy exhange with the CC has eased. Cor-respondingly, after neutrinos have e�etively deoupled from the CC, their energy density again obeysthe standard saling law with redshift, ~�� / (1 + z)3. However, ompared to the energy density of anon-interating neutrino of mass m� , its absolute magnitude is redued by a (mass independent) fatorof m�=mapp ' 1=30 (f. Eq. (21) and Fig. 4). Consequently, sine tritium � deay experiments on-strain neutrino masses to be smaller than 2:2 eV [19, 20℄, the apparent neutrino mass has to be smallerthan mapp < 2:2=30 eV ' 7� 10�2 eV for T� < m�=9. Thus, aording to Eq. (19), the suppression ofthe matter power spetrum on sales below the neutrino free streaming beomes proportional to,~f� = mappm� f� � 130 f� � Pm�450 eV < 0:015: (22)This result demonstrates that forPm� < 6:6 eV the interation with the CC redues the e�ieny ofthe suppression of the power spetrum ahieved by neutrino free streaming below the urrent sensitivityof LSS measurements. It should be noted that this result is independent of the atual sales whereneutrino free streaming is relevant. It thus implies that within the onsidered senario all urrentbounds on m� from LSS data an be evaded.However, in the next subsetion, we will disuss the harateristi free streaming signatures of inter-ating neutrinos and see how they an possibly be revealed by future osmologial probes.4.2 Charateristi free streaming signaturesFuture weak lensing and also high redshift galaxy surveys in ombination with Plank data promise aonsiderable inrease in the sensitivity to neutrino mass to �(Pm�) <� 0:05 eV [63, 64℄. For instane,surveys of weak gravitational lensing of distant galaxies diretly probe the matter distribution withouthaving to rely on assumptions about the luminous versus dark matter bias in ontrast to onventionalgalaxy redshift surveys. The improvement of the sensitivity is largely due to the possibility of break-ing parameter degeneraies in the matter power spetrum in partiular by the help of tomographiinformation on the power spetrum resulting from a binning of the soure galaxies by redshift. Aord-ingly, while existing LSS surveys are mainly sensitive to the transition region in the power spetrum,where free streaming e�ets start to beome important, these future probes at di�erent redshifts anaurately measure a broader interval of wavenumbers extending into the present non-linear regime(e.g. at the peak of the sensitivity of weak lensing surveys k � 1 � 10hMp�1 at z = 0:5 [63℄, whilegalaxy surveys probe sales 4:5 � 10�3hMp�1 � 1:5hMp�1 at 0:5 < z < 6 [64℄). By these means,they are in priniple sensitive to the harateristi step-like e�ets on the power spetrum arising fromneutrino free streaming and as a result to muh smaller f� . As we will see in the following, this o�ersthe possibility to test the onsidered senario by these future probes. The reason is that the intera-tion between neutrinos and the CC turns out to not only redue the energy density, but also the freestreaming sale of the neutrinos for a given mass. Aordingly, the free streaming signatures tend tobe shifted towards the non-linear regime as we will demonstrate in the following.14



To this end, let us proeed by omparing the harateristi veloities of neutrinos whih determinethe free streaming sale aording to Eq. (18) with and without non-standard neutrino interation.Starting with the standard ase, the neutrinos are assumed to be Fermi-Dira distributed, the averageneutrino veloity orresponds to the thermal veloity hvi,hvi � hpim� ' 3T�m� ; (23)where hpi denotes the mean momentum of freely propagating reli neutrinos. However, as desribed inthe last setion, the presene of an interation with the CC tends to remove high momenta from theneutrino spetrum. As a onsequene, in this ase the average neutrino veloity gets redued and thetransition to the non-relativisti regime is speeded up ompared to non-interating neutrinos. Sine adetetable suppression of the power spetrum by future surveys orresponding to Pmapp >� 0:03 eVfor the most ambitious projets [65, 5℄ requires the sum of neutrino masses in the interating ase stillto be in the super-eV range, we an safely assume the interation with the CC has eased already muhbefore struture formation. Thus, after the �nal stage of the interation, the mean neutrino veloityh~vi of the maximally degenerated neutrino distribution with Fermi-momentum pF = yeT� = 4=3h~pian be expressed as, h~vi � h~pim� ' 34 yeT�m� : (24)Aordingly, by the help of Eq. (18) and Eq. (13) we arrive at the relation,~kFS = kFS hvih~vi ' 649 kFS ' 7:11 kFS; (25)where ~H(z) ' H(z) was assumed as justi�ed above. Consequently, sine on average the interatingneutrinos are slower, their omoving free streaming wavenumber ~kFS aording to Eq. (25) is roughlyan order of magnitude larger than in the standard ase. We would like to stress that this result holdsindependently of the atual neutrino mass sale realized in nature for redshifts 1 + z < m�=(9T0).For neutrinos beoming non-relativisti during matter domination, the omoving free streaming wave-number passes through a minimum at the time of the non-relativisti transition. Thus, in the standardase, the matter power spetrum is suppressed on all sales muh larger than [5℄,knr ' 1:8 � 10�2 
1=2m � m�1 eV�1=2 hMp�1: (26)In ontrast, the free streaming signatures of interating neutrinos are expeted to in�uene all wavenum-bers larger than the minimal omoving wavenumber at T� ' m�=9,~knr ' 0:23
1=2m � m�1 eV�1=2 hMp�1: (27)For omparison, for 
m ' 0:3 and 0:046 < m� < 2:2 eV this orresponds to 2:1 � 10�3hMp�1 <knr < 1:5 � 10�2hMp�1 in ontrast to 2:7 � 10�2hMp�1 < ~knr < 0:18hMp�1. Clearly, the freestreaming signatures of interating neutrino are shifted towards the non-linear regime.Hene, in summary, a lear signature for the onsidered senario is provided by the non-standardorrespondene between the extent of the suppression of the matter power spetrum due to neutrinofree streaming and the orresponding sales whih are a�eted. In other words interating neutrinosappear lighter, however, at the same time an free stream a shorter distane in a Hubble time than inthe standard ase.Before turning to the prospets of testing the onsidered senario by future probes, let us mentionanother harateristi signature expeted to arise in its framework if Pm� is in the super-eV range.15



As argued above, in this ase the new neutrino interation has an impat on the time of matter-radiationtransition whose extent grows with inreasing neutrino mass. Aordingly, this leads to a translationof the turning point in the matter power spetrum in omparison to the �CDM ase, beause thesales entering the horizon at equality have a di�erent size. However, the evolution of the aelerationparameter q is harateristially altered ompared to the ase of non-interating massive neutrino asdesribed above. Thus, it is expeted to lead to a shift of the turning point ompared to both the�CDM and the �MDM ase whose loation, however, has to be determined numerially [56℄.5 Probing the senario5.1 Future osmologial probes and interating neutrinosIn this subsetion, we will give an outlook how ombined future weak lensing tomography surveys andCMB Plank data ould be used to probe non-standard neutrino interations and in partiular theproposed new interation with the CC. As it turns out the ahievable explanatory power about theunderlying interation inreases with the neutrino mass.In general, the ombined projeted sensitivity of lensing surveys and future CMB data is predited toreah �(Pm�) >� 0:03 eV for non-interating neutrinos depending on the employed data sets and onthe number of free parameters of the model (see Ref. [5℄ and referenes therein). Aording to solarand atmospheri neutrino osillation experiments the neutrino mass squared di�erenes are given by�m2atm = j�m223j ' 2:4� 10�3 eV2 and �m2sun = �m212 ' 7:9� 10�5 eV2 (e.g. Ref. [66℄). Correspond-ingly, even if the lightest neutrino is massless, the most ambitious projets provide a 2� sensitivity tothe minimal normal hierarhy with Pm� = 0:06 eV and ould thus distinguish it from the minimalinverted hierarhy orresponding to Pm� = 0:1 eV. Aordingly, non-standard neutrino interationsould be revealed by these future probes, if neutrino free streaming signatures are not observed (seee.g. [18℄). Interpreted in terms of the onsidered senario, this would indiate the sum of neutrinomasses to be in the sub-eV range suh that the orresponding non-standard reli neutrino density isredued below the sensitivity of these experiments (f. Se. 5.2 for an alternative, omplementary wayof testing the nature of the underlying interation in the laboratory whih is independent of the atualneutrino mass sale, sine possible modi�ations to the neutrino distribution funtion are probed.)However, if Pm� = 1:2� 2:7 eV as suggested by some members of the Heidelberg-Mosow ollabora-tion [16℄, then it seems feasible for future osmologial probes to unambiguously reveal the proposednew neutrino interation with the CC and to verify the Heidelberg-Mosow laim within this senarioas disussed in the following.Sine CMB data and LSS surveys give us a snap shot of the universe at di�erent times, they o�erthe possibility to ompare the in�uene of neutrinos on osmology before (or while) and after theinterhange with the CC, respetively.If the sum of neutrino masses is in the super-eV range, the phase of interation between the neutrinosand the CC overlaps with the epoh of reombination and thus during this time leads to a harateristimodi�ation of the expansion rate as desribed above. Within a 7 parameter �MDM framework, CMBdata is able to provide a bound on neutrino masses whih is independent of LSS data due to theabsene of a parameter degeneray [5℄. Considering that the projeted sensitivity of Plank data aloneis �(Pm�) <� 0:48 eV for non-interating neutrinos (see Ref. [5℄ for a review), it thus seems feasible toverify the Heidelberg-Mosow laim of Pm� > 1:2 eV for interating neutrinos by CMB data alone.In addition, this result ould be tested in a omplementary way by future weak lensing or high redshiftgalaxy surveys whih probe the reli neutrino bakground after the energy-momentum exhange withthe CC has onsiderably redued its energy density. This, however, implies ! = �1 = onst: for the CC16



Figure 4: The apparent neutrino mass as a funtion of redshift as given by Eq. (21) for m� = 2:2eV, m� = 0:5 eV, m� = 5 � 10�2 eV and m� = 9 � 10�3 eV. Note that the ratio mapp=m� ' 1=30 isindependent of the neutrino mass for 1 + z < m=(9T0).during struture formation and thus the absene of an apparent degeneray between m� and ! usuallyarising from a possible time-variation of !. Thus, it seems reasonable to ompare to the projetedsensitivity of future LSS probes within a 7 parameter �MDM framework. SinePm� > 1:2 eV wouldorrespond to Pmapp > 0:04 eV, the most ambitious projets (see Refs. [65, 5℄) promise to be ableto verify the whole neutrino mass range indiated by part of the Heidelberg-Mosow ollaboration forneutrinos interating with the CC. In order to be proven right, the extent of the suppression of thepower spetrum would require Pmapp > 0:04, but the orresponding sales of the power spetruma�eted by neutrino free streaming would be > ~knr = 8 � 10�2hMp�1 aording to Eq. (27) insteadof > 2 � 10�3hMp�1 as expeted from the standard relation in Eq. (26). In summary, if the sum ofneutrino masses is in the super-eV range, the prospets seem good to probe the onsidered senario byfuture LSS surveys ombined with future CMB data. In addition, in this ase the absolute neutrinomass sale ould be asertained by identifying the predited harateristi non-standard neutrino freestreaming signatures on the power spetrum.5.2 Pauli-bloking e�ets and interating neutrinosBefore we onlude this setion, we would like to mention another interesting way of testing the onsid-ered senario in the laboratory whih is omplementary to osmologial measurements. Importantly,it turns out to be independent of the atual neutrino mass sale realized in nature. Namely, proposedexperiments searhing for Pauli-bloking e�ets [67, 68℄ resulting from the presene of the C�B arein priniple sensitive to possible modi�ations of the neutrino distribution funtion f indued by theneutrino interation with the CC as disussed in the following. For instane, in the experiment pro-posed in Ref. [68℄, the pair prodution of neutrinos with very low momenta p � 0 is investigated,where the event rate is sensitive to the Pauli bloking fator (1 � f). In this ontext, a standard FDdistribution fFD for the C�B would lead to a suppression fator (1� fFD) ' 1=2 in the event rate. Inontrast, in our set-up, the distribution of the reli neutrinos is maximally degenerate with all states17



oupied up to the Fermi momentum pF after the interation with the CC has eased, thus leading to asharp-edged step funtion (1�f(p)) = �(p�pF) for the Pauli bloking term. Consequently, neutrinosannot be produed with momenta below the urrent Fermi momentum pF = peT0=Te = yeT0, whilethe prodution of neutrinos with larger momenta is not suppressed at all. Compared to the FD asethis implies a muh sharper pair prodution threshold and in addition a shift in the threshold energydue to the non-vanishing Fermi momentum pF � 1:0� 10�4 eV.6 Conlusions and OutlookThe laimed evidene for neutrinoless double beta deay translates into a neutrino mass bound ofPm� > 1:2 eV at 95% [16℄ whih is in tension with urrent neutrino mass bounds derived from os-mology [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄. In this work, we have shown that osmologial neutrinomass bounds an be relaxed and brought into agreement with the Heidelberg-Mosow laim, if a newlyproposed neutrino interation is taken into aount whih an be tested by future CMB and LSSmeasurements. It ats between reli neutrinos and the CC and arises from the zero-point energy on-tributions of the neutrino quantum �elds. Sine they indue a sale-dependene of the vauum energyvia renormalization group e�ets, the CC beomes time-dependent as long as the renormalization saleruns. In this ase, an energy-momentum exhange between the reli neutrinos and the CC is impliedthrough the Bianhi identity.We have studied in detail the time-evolution of the oupled system, in partiular its onsequenes forthe dynamis of the CC, the spetrum and the abundane of reli neutrinos and its impat on theinterpretation of osmologial measurements. We have found that owing to the relative smallness ofneutrino masses, the interation beomes of dynamial in�uene at late times when neutrinos turn non-relativisti, T� ' m�=3. Moreover, it e�etively eases after a relatively short period, at a temperaturealso set by the neutrino mass, T� ' m�=9. This deoupling behavior an be attributed to our partilespei� hoie for the renormalization sale. Sine it was taken to be the average available neutrinoenergy whih asymptotially runs to a value slightly above the neutrino mass, its evolution and thusthe running of the CC e�etively ease in the non-relativisti neutrino regime. By taking into aountother fermions of higher masses, it was also shown that the orresponding vauum ontributions arebeoming more and more important at late times, whereas they are ompletely sub-dominant in theearly universe. During the osmologial evolution, the CC is therefore approahing a traking regimeat late times.Aordingly, in the relativisti neutrino regime after deoupling we have found the neutrino distributionto essentially maintain its standard Fermi-Dira form, while the CC runs only logarithmially withtime, but with a smaller value than today. However, when turning non-relativisti, the neutrinos werefound to e�iently transfer energy-momentum to the CC, thus driving its energy density to its valueas measured today. Sine as a result, high neutrino momenta turned out to be removed from theneutrino spetrum while low momenta got enhaned, remarkably, the interation was found to deformthe neutrino momentum distribution into a maximally degenerate form. In omparison to Fermi-Diradistributed neutrinos of equal mass, the mean neutrino momentum dereased by one order of magnitudeimplying a redution of the neutrino energy density to 1=30 of its standard value after the interationhas eased. Interpreted in terms of the standard relation between the neutrino energy density and mass,the non-relativisti neutrinos redshift as CDM, but appear lighter mapp = 1=30m� . Aordingly,the presene of the non-standard neutrino interation was found to onsiderably relax osmologialneutrino mass bounds. In partiular, within the onsidered senario urrent galaxy redshift surveyswere shown not to be sensitive at all to neutrino masses below the upper bound m� = 2:2 eV fromtritium experiments [19, 20℄ and ould thus be evaded. In addition, we have argued that the presentomparatively mild neutrino mass bound from WMAP3 year data ofP 2� 3 eV at 2� an be relaxed18



in the presene of the proposed neutrino interation with the CC. The reason primarily is that inomparison to standard �CDM osmology, the harateristi integrated e�ets on the expansion rateturned out to be smaller than in the ase of a �MDM model.However, we have proposed possible tests for the non-standard neutrino interations with the CCby future osmologial probes as well as by laboratory based experiments. In the former ase, theexplanatory power on possible new physis turned out to inrease with the neutrino mass. Sine futureweak lensing surveys probe a broad range of omoving wavenumbers at di�erent redshifts, they provideunbiased, tomographi information about the matter power spetrum. Combined with Plank data themost ambitious projets promise a 2� sensitivity to the minimal value in ase of a normal hierarhy(Pm� � 0:06 eV) [5℄ suh that a non-observation of neutrino free streaming signatures would providea hint for non-standard neutrino interations. Interpreted in terms of the onsidered senario thiswould mean that the interation has redued the neutrino energy density below the sensitivity of thesefuture probes implying the sum of neutrino masses to be in the sub-eV range.In this ase it might still be feasible for proposed laboratory based experiments to reveal the uniquesignatures of a possible interation with the CC by diretly probing the neutrino distribution funtionthrough Pauli-bloking e�ets [67, 68℄.If, on the other hand, the sum of neutrino masses is larger than Pm� > 1:2 eV as suggested by partof the Heidelberg-Mosow ollaboration, we found future LSS probes also to be able to unambiguouslyreveal the harateristi free streaming signatures of neutrinos having interated with the CC. Namely,Fermi-Dira distributed neutrinos an free stream larger distanes the lighter they are. However, asa unique signature of the energy-exhange with the CC, neutrinos beome slower than in the abseneof the interation and thus free stream a shorter distane, while at the same time they appear lighterdue to their redued abundane.In addition, it seems likely that future Plank data alone ould provide a omplementary test forthe Heidelberg-Mosow result within the onsidered senario, sine in this ase the interating phaseoverlaps with the reombination epoh. Considering that the projeted sensitivity in the absene ofthe neutrino-interation is �(Pm�) <� 0:48 eV (see e.g. Ref. [5℄ and referenes therein), it thus seemsfeasible by Plank data to trae the harateristi modi�ations to the expansion rate resulting fromthe neutrino � CC interation.Let us in the following give an outlook on possible extensions of the onsidered senario. Sine theoriesbeyond the standard model predit other relis as warm or old dark matter andidates, e.g. axions,gravitinos or supersymmetri partners of standard model fermions, their e�ets on the running ofthe CC relevant at energy sales of the order of their masses, ould onsistently be studied within theproposed renormalization sheme. Suh an extension of the onsidered senario is espeially interesting,beause the masses of bosoni speies enter the RGE for the CC with an opposite sign as fermions.This might indiate that while the interation with the CC generially auses the fermioni speies tolose energy-momentum, in turn, the bosoni speies would gain energy-momentum. Thus, presumablythis would tend to inrease the momenta of the bosoni distribution, making the bosoni dark matterandidate hotter, while the energy density in the CC would derease. However, in order to be onsistentwith observations, within this senario strong restrition on the partile masses are expeted to ariseor their existene ould turn out to be exluded after all.After the posting of the �rst version of this paper, Ref. [69℄ appeared. The orresponding authorslaim that in the work on the RGE running of the CC [39, 40℄ part of the one-loop orretions to theCC have been missed out, namely the expliit � dependent part of the full one-loop e�etive ation.It is furthermore argued that on inluding the missing part the CC does not formally run with therenormalisation sale �. In our opinion this laim is misleading, sine it is preisely this allegedlymissed out one-loop orretion whih gives rise to the non-zero beta-funtion for the CC in Eq. (1)19
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